
simply sound



Loud of Sweden develops wireless audio systems 
that pair professional quality with easy installation, 
enabling complete freedom in public spaces for
a simplified sound experience.

Simply sound

Why choose
Loud of Sweden?

Easy Installation

The Loud of Sweden system is mounted and
powered using standard lighting tracks,
offering the flexibility of wireless sound with
quick and easy installation. Music can be played 
from any device, and a variety of additional
options are available.

Designed by installation specialists, it is easily
convertible and extendable to cover additional
or more expansive spaces.



Sound for professionals,
by professionals

Loud of Sweden is founded by experts in the
audio for public spaces industry. Company
experience extends from technical knowledge and 
electronic product development to years of sales 
and installation services. Our deep understanding of 
the market led us to develop this B2C audio system 
to better fit the unique needs of installation
specialists in retail and hospitality environments. 
One that offers flexible placement options with 
uncompromised sound quality.

Swedish Design

Music has the power to transform a space, and 
should stand out more than the system behind it. 
Our products, designed in Sweden, provide the 
highest quality sound and blend into any existing 
retail environment with multiple color options.

Expandability

The Loud of Sweden system is scalable and can be 
used in any configuration. Multiple units of satellite 
and subwoofer can be used together, along with
additional repeaters and transmitters, to provide 
seamless and limitless sound in large spaces.

Complete Sound Freedom

With our unique Local Gateway frequency for
transmitting wireless sound, this system is free
of interruptions. By operating on its own unique
frequency, the range is nearly limitless at up to 
1000 meters without obstruction.
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S1 Satellite Speaker

Driver: 5.25” Coaxial
Weight: 1,5 kg
Width: 140 mm, Height: 140 mm, Depth: 200 mm
Transmission frequency: 2,5 Ghz WLG
(Wireless Local Gateway)
Material: ABS plastic
Power consumption: 50W maximum
Distance covered: Up to 1000 m
depending on the environment

A high quality wireless speaker with multiple
mounting options that can be expanded with
additional units to cover large areas flawlessly. 
By operating on proprietary Local Gateway
wireless, conflicting channels are bypassed.

Available colors: Available colors:

TW1 Subwoofer

Add depth and bass to your sound with this
sub system designed to operate on the
same unique frequency and have the same 
extended range as the S1 Speakers.

Driver: 8” Driver
Weight: 4 kg
Width:  400 mm, Height: 130 mm, Depth: 220 mm
Transmission frequency: 2,5 Ghz WLG
(Wireless Local Gateway)
Material: MDF
Power consumption: 50W maximum
Distance covered: Up to 1000 m
depending on the environment

Our products



Weight: 200 g
Width: 110 mm, Height: 23 mm, Depth: 110 mm
Transmission frequency: 2,5 Ghz WLG
(Wireless Local Gateway)
Material: ABS plastic
Displays: Two digital/number displays
Distance covered: Up to 1000 m
depending on the environment

B1 Base Unit

As the control center for this system, the Base
Unit is designed to transmit on a frequency
of 2,5 Ghz WLG, giving it unparalleled range
and clarity without interruption.

Available colors:



Sample Installation
S1 Satelite Speaker& TW1 Subwoofer



General questions:
info@loudofsweden.com

For additional information:
www.loudofsweden.com

Contact us

Customer
experience

Designed for public spaces

Sound is proven to have a major impact
on pleasant customer experience. 
Loud of Sweden products are specifically
designed to simplify and enhance sound
experience in hotels, restaurants, retail stores,
banks, corporate offices, lobbies or any
other B2C locations.



S1 Satelite Speaker Black
Also available in white and grey


